
June 27, 2016 

Mr.Dorbor Jallah, 
Executive Director, PPCC 
Complaints Appeals and Review Panel 
Monrovia, Liberia 

Mr. Director, 

m ~©~rrw~li)I 
ml C 1 JUL 2016 ~ 
BY: ........ ___ .. _____ _ -... ......... -

I would like to register my complaint pursuant to Part VII - Complaints and Review Process- of 
the Public Procurement and Concessions Act (PPCA), on the bid process that took place on May 
20, 2016 at the Ministry of Public Works. We observed that there were numerous PPCA/ICB bid 
process violations which have now led to this complaint. The bid in review was for the "CIDP -
Laterite Roads: Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban Neighborhood 
Roads",Ministry of Public Works contract held at their office. 

The principle of conducting a bid process in accordance with the PPCA rules and regulations are 
to promote integrity, fairness, accountability, transparency, fair practices, and equitable treatment 
of all bidders, which are paramount for the economic development of Liberia and for growth in 
the Liberian Private Sector. 

1) In contravention of Section 61 of the PPCA, 'Bid Opening," as the bids for the neighborhood 
Roads contract were opened, only the bid amounts were read. Bidders were told that in the 
interest of conserving time, the check list of the required documents would not be divulged, as is 
required by the PPCA. 

It is our belief that time is not of the essence if the true objective is to conduct a fair and honest 
bid reading process, in furtherance of the PPCA ideals listed above. The process of reading the 
contents of the bid packages submitted is important for transparency, so that all participants can 
confirm that the companies' submissions are in fact compliant or lacking. 

2) There were bid price limits set as some contractors had prior knowledge of the budgetary 
allotment for this project from public sources (PPCC website). These limits were made known to 
all, as identified in the documents made available in the request for expression of interest, and 
contractors were instructed not to go below the floor and not to go above the ceiling. The criteria 
for pricing were set for lots 1 through 4. For example, the criteria for the pricing oflot 4 ranged 
from USD$ 1,000,000 - USD$ 1,200,000. In clear violation of PPCA Section 112, "Certainty of 
Evaluation Criteria", the MPW awarded lot 4 to a company that bided below the threshold that 
was designated in the instruction to bidders. The awarded contractor offered USD$ 936,843.79 



and was successful. 

The bidders that were cognizant and obeyed the bid price limits criteria were CONFINED to bid 
within that range. We are surprised that the selected company was not disqualified for being non
compliant with the requirements proscribed by the bid documents. Rather, it appears that the 
successful company was rewarded for disregarding the instructions given to the bidders and, in 
so doing, obtaining an unfair advantage over those that actually complied with the bid 
requirements. 

Westwood Corporation is a Liberian owned business, and we believe that the PPCA was 
intended to not only guide Government ministries and agencies as they manage public resources, 
but also to protect the interests and integrity of all businesses equally, by ensuring that Bid 
processes are fair and transparent. We do not believe that the Ministry of Public Works 
conducted fair practices and provided equitable treatment of all bidders in the bid for the "CIDP 
- Laterite Roads: Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban Neighborhood Roads" 
contract. Westwood Corporation's interests have been adversely affected as a result of MPW's 
violation of the PPCA in the conduct of the aforementioned bid process. 

Therefore, pursuant to Part VITI of the PPCA, we are hereby formally lodging our complaint 
with you as the Executive Director of the PPCC for the attention of the Complaints, Appeals and 
Review Panel. 

Sincerely, 



June 17, 2016 

Hon. Dorbor Jallah 
Executive Director 
PPCC 
Monrovia, Liberia 

Dear Hon, Jallah, 

BY:--------------------

We write to inform you of our complaint filed with the Head of Procuring or concession entity (Ministry 

of Public Works). Our company, Westwood Corporation participated in a bid with the Ministry of Public 

Works for the "CIDP-Laterite Roads: Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban Neighborhood 

Roads" Contract. We bided for two lots: Lot #2 and lot #4. Our proposal was not considered and we 

were unfairly deemed non-compliant. We have several concerns regarding the bid evaluation process 

and as per the PPCA we are now taking the prescribed actions to remedy our misfortune. 

Please find attached copies of the communication submitted to the Ministry of Public Works, officially 

registering our complaint about their flawed and non-compliant bid process along with our response to 

their claims and justification for rejecting us from further consideration. 

Kind regards. 



June 15, 2016 

W. Gyude Moore 
Ministry of Public Works 
Monrovia, Liberia 

Mr. Minister, 

I acknowledge receipt of your letter dated June 13, 2016, wherein you cited reasons for which our company was 
deemed non-responsive and, therefore, not considered for the award of Lot 2 of the "CIDP - Laterite Roads: 
Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban Neighborhood Roads" contract. 

In your letter, you stated that Westwood Corporation's submission was not permitted to advance to the technical 
evaluation process because the submission was deemed non-compliant for three reasons, namely: 

1. "Westwood's documents are stamped and not signed,"[BOQ] 
2. "Westwood Corporation did not provide said letter" [letter of authority to seek reference], and 
3. "Westwood Corporation submitted a single bid security for two separate lots." 

In response to assertion #1, we submit that Westwood's submission was complete, because required documents 
were stamped and signed. Your letter states that "ITB 13 .1, number 9 requests that ALL pages of the BOQ be 
signed and stamped." Following a review of the Bidding Document, we found your citation to be incorrect as 
there were no Bill of Quantities (BOQ) supplied in the bid packages. We found Bill of Engineering 
Measurement & Evaluation (BEME) which was the title of the pages you provided to justify the computation 
and unit rate buildup of our offer price. If your institution mistakenly referred to the Bill of Engineering 
Measurement & Evaluation as the Bill of Quantities, then how can we be held responsible for your error and 
inability to explicitly communicate your requirements in the instruction to bidders? Are we required to make 
assumptions, and assume that you want us to stamp and sign each and every page of the BEME when the 
instructions do not make such a request? Additionally, the language of the section that you are relying on: 
Instructions to Bidders (ITB) 13 .1 does not explicitly state the requirement that each page of the BOQ be both 
signed and stamped. Rather, it is ambiguous and reads as follows: "Completed fully signed and stamped Bill of 
Quantities (all pages)." It is our interpretation that the proceeding language would require all pages of the 
BOQ to be stamped, if the BOQ had been included. Westwood Corporation submitted the complete list of 
documents required by and in compliance with ITB 13 .1, which were signed and stamped. (Please find attached 
a copy of the Bill of Engineering Measurement & Evaluation (BEME) and a copy of the ITB). 

In response to assertion #2, we explicitly refute the claim that we did not present the letter of authority to seek 
reference, which is a basic supporting document that is usually required of all of the bids that we submit to the 
Ministry of Public Works (MPW), and emphatically state that the required documents were in fact a part of our 
bid submission. We have bided on a series of internationally funded projects with more rigorous document 
requirements than the basic MPW requirements and have been the successful bidders on about twelve of these 



foreign base funded projects. 

In response to assertion #3, we reviewed section ITB 17.1, which states that the "Bid shall include !! Bid
Securing Declaration (Valid for the period of 28 days or more) using the form included in Section X."Section 
17.1 only requires one Bid Securing Declaration, which makes sense because it was stated by your procurement 
division to all bidders that they would only be awarded one of the lots that they bided for and that no company 
would be awarded more than one lot. Therefore, in compliance with ITB Section 17.1, Westwood Corporation 
submitted a single bid security (valued at the highest amount listed) because it was only permitted to submit one 
and did not want to violate ITB 17 .1 by submitting several bid securities. 
Furthermore, quoting your letter, you write "ITB 17.2 states clearly the value of each lot's Bid Security and 
requested separate bid securities based on the value of each lot." It is true that ITB 17.2 states clearly the 
value of each lot's bid security but NEVER requested separate bid securities as you claim. (Please find attached 
a copy of your letter and the ITB). In previous bidding processes conducted by the Ministry of Public Works 
and SIDA it is common practice and an established norm for bidders to submit the highest bid valued bid 
security for a process with multiple lots if the contractor is restricted to only one award. The rationale is simple; 
the bid security is the instrument used to secure funds for a rebid in the instance where a contractor is awarded a 
contract and reneges on his/her obligations. We had every right to assume that it was business as usual unless 
specifically instructed otherwise. 

Therefore, we maintain that Westwood Corporation's bid submission was compliant with the ITB and should 
not have been declared non-responsive and prevented from progressing to the technical evaluation stage in the 
bid for Lots 2 and 4 of the "CIDP - Laterite Roads: Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban 
Neighborhood Roads" contract. 

Additionally, pursuant to Part VII - Complaints and Review Process- of the Public Procurement and 
Concessions Act (PPCA), I would also like to register my complaint on the bid process that took place on May 
20, 2016 and point out that there were numerous PPCA/ICB bid process violations which have now led to this 
complaint. 

The principle of conducting a bid process in accordance with the PPCA rules and regulations are to promote 
integrity, fairness, accountability, transparency, fair practices, and equitable treatment of all bidders, which are 
paramount for the economic development of Liberia and for growth in the Liberian Private Sector. 

As the Ministry of Public Works was clothed with the responsibility of ensuring that the subject bid process was 
in compliance with the law- specifically the PPCA- our representative was not aware that the following 
provisions of the PPCA had been violated at the time of the bid opening: 

1) In contravention of Section 61 of the PPCA, 'Bid Opening," as the bids for the neighborhood Roads contract 
were opened, only the bid amounts were read. Bidders were told that in the interest of conserving time, the 
check list of the required documents would not be divulged, as is required by the PPCA. 

It is our belief that time is not of the essence if the true objective is to conduct a fair and honest bid reading 
process, in furtherance of the PPCA ideals listed above. The process of reading the contents of the bid packages 
submitted is important for transparency, so that all participants can confirm that the companies' submissions are 
in fact compliant or lacking. 

Over two weeks have passed from the time of the bid opening to the announcement of award, which was ample 
time to alter, rearrange, add or simply remove documents. In essence, we are convinced that there was enough 
time to manipulate the process. 

2) There were bid price limits set as some contractors had prior knowledge of the budgetary allotment for this 
oroiect from oublic sources (PPCC website). These limits were made known to all. as identified in the 



documents made available in the request for expression of interest, and contractors were instructed not to go 
below the floor and not to go above the ceiling. The criteria for pricing were set for lots 1 through 4. For 
example, the criteria for the pricing of lot 4 ranged from USD$ 1,000,000 - USD$ 1,200,000. In clear violation 
of PPCA Section 112, "Certainty of Evaluation Criteria", the MPW awarded lot 4 to a company that bided 
below the threshold that was designated in the instruction to bidders. The awarded contractor offered USD$ 
936,843 .79 and was successful. 

The bidders that were cognizant and obeyed the bid price limits criteria were CONFINED to bid within that 
range. We are surprised that the selected company was not disqualified for being non-compliant with the 
requirements proscribed by the bid documents. Rather, it appears that the successful company was rewarded for 
disregarding the instructions given to the bidders and, in so doing, obtaining an unfair advantage over those that 
actually complied with the bid requirements. When you falsely accused Westwood Corporation of attempting to 
obtain an unfair advantage in your letter of June 13, 2016, you indicated that such an attempt was a serious 
breach and an "action that would lead to sanctions by the PPCC,'' and stated that your "judgement was to 
simply render [our] submissions non-responsive with the intent of a debriefing meeting and a warning." 
Therefore, if all bidders were being treated equally, we query why the same intent did not hold true for all, 
when you instead rewarded the breaching party for disregarding the bid requirements and obtaining an unfair 
advantage. 

Westwood Corporation is a Liberian owned business, and we believe that the PPCA was intended to not only 
guide Government ministries and agencies as they manage public resources, but also to protect the interests and 
integrity of all businesses equally, by ensuring that Bid processes are fair and transparent. We do not believe 
that the Ministry of Public Works conducted fair practices and provided equitable treatment of all bidders in the 
bid for the "CIDP = Laterite Roads: Grading and Shaping of Existing and Proposed Urban Neighborhood 
Roads" contract. Westwood Corporation's interests have been adversely affected as a result ofMPW's violation 
of the PPCA in the conduct of the aforementioned bid process. Therefore, pursuant to Part VIII of the PPCA, 
we are hereby formally lodging our complaint with you as the "Head of the Procuring or Concession Entity" 
and submitting a copy of this complaint to the Executive Director of the PPCC for the attention of the 
Complaints, Appeals, and Review Panel. 

Thank you for your attenti~.i~t!_er. 
,.,-~\)\) COF?.Alf',-.,, 

Sincerely, .;,_r~,~~\ 

~ -$.~ :; )j..\ .. . ~ ~ ~ 

1:mue;B.· Cooper m. ~'K' iiONRO'JllHIB: ;; 
General Manager \ ~, /{!f / 

\ .._r')-~ :>--- ~,:".«~.c / . . "'""'ft. " ... ~ y .:- .~· . .. \; . ~~ f r: \.~ ~::.:~ . ~ . ., .. ~ 
Cc: Dorbor Jallah, Executi~~ Difect~r, PPCC 

Attn: Complaints Appeals, and Review Panel 



Repu~rt~:Of Liberia 

MINtS'fRY 1~~:pmtuc wdRKS 
P.O. ·Boxi~~\~i~, io7 Lynch Street 

'''1''' • 

• M@##~,via, Liberia 

r~,·; .<. ~ ·., 

~ 
I I 

··t0.lil!t!lli.1A~l~~,. 

Dear ~\r. Cooper: 

This ackn~< 
submitte .. ·· estwood C~: 
Shaping o~;/~~1$,tJri~ and PN:> 
responsive. · 

As I noted in my letter informin 
thanks you for tr'fe.eUort and res' 
tbat the feedbo.ek' given here wl 

•,, 1)/1/.~\;,' . ''• '' ', '' ' .. ' 
., . 

' '•• 

·· e 1 O, 2016 letter seeking clarification on Why th~ h:51d 
,Jor Lot 2 of the "CIDP - Laterite Roads: Grading Ohd 

Jban Neighborhood Roads" was evalt;Jated as norb 

.. that Westwood's bid was unsuccessful, the Ministry 
.~xpended in submlttingyour bid and sincerely hopes 
ibute to the successfulfutvre!bids. · 

The,·~jcf'Evdll.iation process is ,con · d under clear guidelines a,nd rules through the PPCC 
Act ·of20l 0; The. Panel conducts evaluation in three parts: Preliminary, lethnical and 
Fincincial. As every bidder is awa ..... . ·e evaluation process seeks to determine the "most 
responsive'' bid in terms of value forN~oney. The process is such that non~compliance in any 
preceding phase precludes advan~~ty:Ient to the succeeding phase. 

Your bid was very strong in the ·· minary portion and displayed familiarity with the 
requested docum.ents. All of the r . 'red preliminary documents were in your bid and 

•• ~ 1l.;t:.~c:Jlifi~f;l,,.y<;,i9r s~ · i. .·· ~vance to the tee · qi evol~ptio~. q~~pit,e, t~i.e .. , ... ,, 
" ·~fa·,jfa[,·:.'ilJi. '"'·:· '·. :.·'iJlllliJi:.~11•~.;,·>.1"(.·· '1!</j.' •'I. . ·:1 .. '.·.' · ' f.·1\:·'<,./•·.-'; 1 ii;l/···.'l.jlJ;···i>J!>~. H;,.i .. :· '.'ii/: 0.'1\ll.'JV ".· .. ~··~ ·: ,)Ji /. ~l;:k.~c.i;,)). !'!•~.·. •:/i.h ,' :.·il(;.'· .:,ll/!Ji).•.s·"•<,k ~'f,\.',J<>''.'.!•:.·,:1•1' 11 •• J.i'.' • p ·· · .·:,. r-:1 H 1e' ~1:~. lPfl\lln~ tl))<:l 01"1', ,,, ~,v:)'l\":Veri "¥-·\'.'1:1S-1 qfO 1 1;.:111 S>;tSwwr·r'fl Sti;;n ··• ' · 1 

did not move beyond the' technical evaluation round. I have listed the non.;compliance in 
order of seriousness. · 

1. IT~ 13.1, number 9 reques.ts. that ALL pages of the BOQ be signed and 
stomped, Westwood's doc:uments are stamped and not signed 

2. IT:B.: 13.2, number 9 requesJs.·:a.· leJter or authority to seek reference, Westwood 
:d~rJ;:?qro.tion did not provh;j~$qltj letter and most importantly 

3. rr6C'.'~1~·,;~'i.states clearly th~:;"'·Vol~e of each lot's Bid Security and requested 
sei:>~r¢it~i bid securities : ·~6s.ed on the value of each lot. w estwood 

', , , I ' ': '.i•1\ l\•'.I,~: 1')' ' !'' • ' • ' .. ' • '.', "'" ·. • ''' • •• ' ' '' '.. ' 

Cot,p:of1:tfpn submitted a:;~l~'Q11e bid security for two separate lots. 
:1·. '·,' 



The submission of one bid security for two separate projects is a serious breach. It is viewed 
as a Contractor attempting to obtain an unfair advantoge since other bidders secured 
separate Bid Securities for each lot. In this case, our judgement was to simply render your 
submissions non-responsive with the intent of a debriefing meeting and a warning. However, 
since you wrote seeking an explanation, th<Jt de-brief meeting will no longer be necessary. 
It is important that the management of Westwood Corporation notes that in the future such 
action would lead to sanction by PPCC. 

Be t regards, 

W. ; d:Lre 
Ml IS~~e-W 
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ITB 13.1 The bidder shall submit with its bid the following documents: 
1. Bid Submission form in the format indicated in Section IV 
2. Completed fully signed and stamped Bill of Quantities (All 

pages) 
3. Completed Bid-Securing Declaration 

I 
I 

4. Qualification Information form and Documents 

5. Project Organization and Manpower Chart (Key personnel) . 

6. Program/Work Schedule 

7. Schedule of Equipment to be utilized executively in the contract 

8. Litigation records for the past three (3) years 

9. Letter of authority to seek references 
ITB 14.4 The Contract is not subject to price adjustment in accordance with GCC 

Clause 47. 

i
" 

. 

. 

\,, 

ITB 15.1 The currency of the Republic of Liberia is United States Dollars 
ITB 15.2 The authority for establishing the rates of exchange shall be the Central 

Bank of Liberia (CBL) 
ITB 15.4 Bidders are not required to substantiate the rates and prices 

ITB 16.1 The Bid shall be valid for 45 days after deadline for bid submission 
ITB 17.1 Bid shall include a Bid-Securing Declaration (Valid for the period of 28 

days or more) using the form included in Section X." Bidders must 
declare for a period of One (1) years 

ITB 17.2 The Bid Security amount: 
Lot 1: $ 1,600.00USD 
Lot 2: $26,000USD 
Lot 3: $1,400.00 USD 
Lot 4: $ 24,000USD 

ITB 18.1 Alternative Bids shall not be considered. 
ITB 19.1 The number of copies of the Bid to be completed and returned shall be Five 

Copies (5) with one (1) Oris?inal 

D. Submission of Bids 
ITB 20.1 Bidders may submit their bids electronically: Not Applicable 
ITB 20.2 (a) The PE's address for the purpose of Bid submission is: 

Attention: A. Samuka Dunnoh 
Address: Procurement Division 

Ministry of Public Works 
South .i,ynch Street 
1000-Monrovia, lO·Liberia 

ITB 20.2 (b) Name and Identification number of the contract as given in ITB 1.1 above in 



Monrovia, Llheria 
' ' 

·• ·· ·· ,;~ffi~.;..o'f'the~.Ki:A;l'liiol~~·t. ' .. ···tf:~'. ',;,~- .. *·~:·: ·. '.' '. '1 •..• ,1~.1.~J.\.~. :':~:· .. "~·:··, 

';V!/¥tifil••M1,~i:~1~r~.i:i1il~11 
•' "' '' .: ·,tr '.}/,J..,1 ... ',"l·,~:.!i}.~.:1.~~·': 

Westwood Corporation 
'.Jii' ,.·· ~ , . Industrial Fr,~e: Zo:h~ :'C:q, 
I'-',,' ~~J~}:e,:d:)'''' ,. ',,,, ,: I' 

I~;:/ ·. ·<':: ... · .... ,,, l?.\:!';.·:::;:::\:;t\';:?:: 

Iii. JI, ' 
~;ii~., 

m~r Mr:·•/Mbd:bm·••Merrio~,titrt: 

Ref: ltivltatlon to $Id (ITB} 
RESTRICTED BIDDING (RB) 
IFS- No. MPW /CIOP I RB/~Q:t /lS. /'1'6 

·,. ··.•(, . - . ' . . . . 

. ' . . . . ·,: . :. ,, ' · . .,,.,' 

T1'$·i~1~l$t~ 1¢>.f 'P!·!l.l~tfc'W~rtt4$1i · ·" · 'T9M.~ih~ :thrQugh the Gov•~frrmen:fof ~lberlo·::f·t~'*'1+fae:. · 
Jopa~'ese ·&oMeth,tt'.1a:hw. ·t~ .lhfroslr~~lUJ~~ Development P~e>Je¢:f~·:.G>n:.,,tt:,y;e:.'/R.IA .. 
Hlghwby. iri :thl$ 41§hf';:;·the'''~i%i'~1f' . . , .:; .. ds. to use part of said funding to· hfre ·exp:~iie~o~d ·. 
laterite roadconstrvctloncorni;:>ahl~~i\i.J:itlt.der ce:mtract to· implement alley opening projects as 
specified In t~e bidding document. 

. ' 

In view of the above, the Ministr,I reql)ests your partlclpotlon In a Restricted Bidding Process 
for opening of alleys on the.RIA Highwoy which is divided into four (4) lots as specified in the 
bidding document. 

',' ,, '"' ,•/'"'"',!•'•·:· ,. ,,, 
' "•'

1
'•'.';,"',1'',::.:1:',i'1fhJ"•'\'I '1 •' , '11 ,' ',,, .,) i .. :., 

The'·cost of coh·~+~ibdro~ tSP1~~~~::r ' 
Lot#1-US$ 100,00.0.00-aoo;ooo.oo •ii; 

Lot#.2·US$ 1, 100,000.00• 1,300,0()&100 
Lot#3· US$ 600;000.00· 700;QO.Q.q.Q,·.& 
Lot#4·US$ 1,ooo,ooo.oo-t200~·eot>.;oO· . 

Other Pre-qualified Comp:s~I~:$:,;Jlrtt;)\\1t•d tq.:portlclpate in tjle Bidding Process ore:' 
.............. •" 

) Mande Co·nstn.1:¢tt~:h!·i~e~¢6rotl6ri 
> Peace· Glbryta,~~t1(P:1$;L:) • · · 
~ Ooldston~:. ~1~:@Ha1·:rr:i6. 

IT·· 
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1c_t!vllies D.~:'!f!~()'!' -··-· .Jl'.~!1. ... .. J_qu~~~f.Y_ ... .. Unit !::_~:~. Amount VSD 

I ! . ··············--·---······t ... _ .................. _.+-·· ····-···~·-.. -·' ...... ········ ...................... . 
:,.1.,, 

Road Work and Eanh works 

Clearing & Grubby m2 2 I 'f0.00 
• '" . ' "' "' ' ' • . • .~ ••. !'• .• ,,.. • ···~"· 

Excavation of unsuitah/e mmerials ! m3 I 50.00 .. .. . .. .. . . . .. ...... ......... .. ....................... ·-·····-·-•·-··- ········ ... '.. " l" .................... . 

···· . .!.~.~~~;!;~~;;~~;~~L~~;i~~~~~-~::~~==i~i~.~=·-:~::~:l~i~:s~8!'.: ... :~.~··· 
! i ..................... -+-··-- .... 1 .................................. . 
! ( . ' .............. ., .... ___ ·+·-······. .. .. i·--· ................................................... _ ...... . 
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., ...... ~ ........ ~ .. ·-· 

MPW-ClDl' Robertsfle/d A lleY\Va)JS B!.11 C}f..~~¥rneerin? Mea_sureme~t and Evaluar1_(J11 
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.iDIU-.OE.EJ'fJilt!1:."1.'ElN..(i MEASJ!RI::M.F.NT & 5il!AfAM1WN... '. . . ... 
ACTIVITWS DRSCR!PTTON Unit ,Quantity Unit Price 

.• ' . . . . . 'Y .... . . • . • . ' 

Road works & Earth works 

Clearing & Grubbing 
. ...• 

1 &~"dv~1;:~~·;;:;;~;~,~"~bi~ ",na/m;/ 
•8d;kflit ;7~;~;·~-t~d EUM sect/;;;· .... 

. "I"'"-'""""'"'''·~· .. -~ .... ,,, .. , .. ,,.., ........... ,. .. , , ... ,,. 

--!······•··•• .. ,. .... 
im2 +···· ,m3 

;m2 

..................... ~~··""' .... , ........... . 

"" : .. ~k-~-· 
. ----iLq?..~. 

I 100 
. T/3(} 

"" ...... +:, .................. . 
!3200 

··r··· 
""··+·-·· 

I .. r· 
. 4 ... 

.. ~ ..... 
i 

··t········ 

. " ... ~-·. ' . 
:~t> 

; 4 01 Install RCP Culvert on mass co_ncrete /Jedd,ing o ... 15m 

... .. thick incil1din1.1aprons same as bedding thjc~ness 

Construct RC head & wing walls. 

(u) RC!' 600mmC!)x8.2m 

........... . .. ., .... 
. . ~P.W-ClJ:lP Ro?ert.~fie/d Al/eyway.1·_B_tll <?! E~_gir1eerinff .. 1:!~'1~yrem~~t andl.i'valuation 

Amo11!1t (!SD 


